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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
-----------------------------------------------------------------------X
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,
by BARBARA D. UNDERWOOD,
Attorney General of the State of New York,
Plaintiff,

SUMMONS

-against-

Index No. ____________

AARON D. FISCHMAN, STEPHEN BROWN,
STEVEN HOFFMAN, LAWRENCE KATZ,
SETH ROSENBLATT, CARDIS ENTERPRISES
INTERNATIONAL N.V., CARDIS ENTERPRISES
INTERNATIONAL (U.S.A.) INC.,
CARDIS ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL B.V.,
CHOSHEN ISRAEL LLC, LAW OFFICES OF
LAWRENCE KATZ, ESQ. PLLC, LAW OFFICES OF
LAWRENCE KATZ P.C., and ZERP LLC,

Plaintiff designates
New York County as the
place of trial.

Defendants,
-andNINA FISCHMAN, RAFAELA FISCHMAN,
ALEXANDER FISCHMAN, STUART FISCHMAN,
ANNE SHIMANOVICH, and ETHEL WEISSMAN,
Relief Defendants.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------X
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS:
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer in this action and serve a copy of your
answer, or if the complaint is not served with the summons to serve a notice of appearance, on
the Plaintiff’s attorney within twenty (20) days after the service of this summons, exclusive of
the day of service. If this summons is not personally served upon you, or if this summons is
served upon you outside of the State of New York, then your answer or notice of appearance
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
-----------------------------------------------------------------------X
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,
by BARBARA D. UNDERWOOD,
Attorney General of the State of New York,
Plaintiff,

COMPLAINT

-against-

Index No. ____________

AARON D. FISCHMAN, STEPHEN BROWN,
STEVEN HOFFMAN, LAWRENCE KATZ,
SETH ROSENBLATT, CARDIS ENTERPRISES
INTERNATIONAL N.V., CARDIS ENTERPRISES
INTERNATIONAL (U.S.A.) INC.,
CARDIS ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL B.V.,
CHOSHEN ISRAEL LLC, LAW OFFICES OF
LAWRENCE KATZ, ESQ. PLLC, LAW OFFICES OF
LAWRENCE KATZ P.C., and ZERP LLC,
Defendants,
-andNINA FISCHMAN, RAFAELA FISCHMAN,
ALEXANDER FISCHMAN, STUART FISCHMAN,
ANNE SHIMANOVICH, and ETHEL WEISSMAN,
Relief Defendants.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------X
1.

Plaintiff, the People of the State of New York, by Barbara D. Underwood,

Attorney General of the State of New York, alleges the following against: (a) Defendants Aaron
D. Fischman, Stephen Brown, Steven Hoffman, Lawrence Katz, Seth Rosenblatt, Cardis
Enterprises International N.V., Cardis Enterprises International (U.S.A.) Inc., Cardis Enterprises
International B.V., Choshen Israel LLC, Law Offices of Lawrence Katz, Esq. PLLC, Law
Offices of Lawrence Katz P.C., and Zerp LLC (the “Defendants”); and (b) Relief Defendants
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Nina Fischman, Rafaela Fischman, Alexander Fischman, Stuart Fischman, Anne Shimanovich,
and Ethel Weissman (the “Relief Defendants”).
NATURE OF THE ACTION
2.

From 1998 to present, Defendant Aaron D. Fischman operated the Cardis entities

– Defendant Cardis Enterprises International N.V. (“Cardis NV”), Defendant Cardis Enterprises
International B.V. (“Cardis BV”), and Defendant Cardis Enterprises International (U.S.A.) Inc.
(“Cardis USA”) (together, “Cardis” or the “Company”).
3.

Cardis claimed to possess patented and proprietary technology to make low-value

credit card transactions less expensive for merchants. Credit card transactions include a fixed
fee, regardless of the size of the transaction, which has the effect of severely depressing margins
on low-value transactions. For example, a $1 credit card purchase at a convenience store might
incur a fixed processing cost of $0.10 for the store. Cardis claimed that its technology allowed
merchants to aggregate low-value transactions, so that this fixed fee would be incurred less
frequently.
4.

Cardis solicited tens of millions of dollars from investors by selling stock in

Cardis NV. Although Cardis did not maintain full shareholder records, Defendant Fischman has
represented that Cardis raised over $70 million, and a Cardis-maintained share registry reflects at
least $30 million in stock sales since 2011. Cardis also raised significant funds through loans.
5.

Cardis was a fraud. It raised money through a steady drumbeat of false

representations that: (1) it was on the verge of monetizing its technology through agreements
with prominent companies; and (2) an initial public offering (“IPO”) or buyout of Cardis was on
the horizon. All the while, Defendant Fischman diverted investor moneys to enrich himself,
family members, and favored charities. While the particulars of the fraud varied, these acts and
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practices were part of a single, continuing scheme to deceive investors and enrich Defendant
Fischman. Defendant Fischman was aided in these efforts by the other Defendants.
6.

Many Cardis investors were particularly vulnerable to Defendants’ fraud because

they were members of a close-knit religious community, to which many of the Defendants also
belonged, located in the New York metropolitan area.
7.

Although centered in New York, Cardis’ fraud was far-reaching. It ensnared

investors with relatively modest means, as well as individuals with substantial fortunes. Cardis
deceived investors of all levels of sophistication, including highly sophisticated business people
and attorneys. And it lured many investors to make repeat investments in the Company.
PARTIES
8.

Plaintiff brings this action by and through Attorney General Barbara D.

Underwood.
9.

The Attorney General is the chief law enforcement officer of the State of New

York and is charged by law with protecting the integrity of the business and securities markets
within New York, as well as the economic health and well-being of investors who reside or
transact business in the State.
10.

The Attorney General is authorized to bring this action and to assert the causes of

action set forth below pursuant to General Business Law § 352 et seq. (the “Martin Act”) and
Executive Law § 63(12), and under the common law pursuant to the Attorney General’s parens
patriae authority.
11.

Defendant Cardis BV was incorporated in the Netherlands in 1996.

12.

Defendant Cardis NV was incorporated in Curaçao under the former laws of the

Netherlands Antilles in or around 2006. The principal place of business of Cardis NV is the
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Country of Curaçao, a Lesser Antilles island that is a constituent country of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands.
13.

Defendant Cardis USA was incorporated in Delaware on June 20, 2013 and

registered to do business in New York State on June 27, 2013. At all relevant times, its principal
place of business was located at 445 Central Avenue, Cedarhurst, New York, 11516, and it was a
wholly owned subsidiary of Cardis NV. The current entity status of Cardis USA for the conduct
of business in New York State is “suspended,” according to the website of the Division of
Corporations of the New York State Department of State.
14.

The Cardis entities did not observe customary corporate formalities. Instead,

they: (1) had no independent capitalization; (2) shared personnel; (3) were dominated by
Defendant Fischman, who controlled the terms of deals with investors, the use of the proceeds,
and Cardis’ third-party relationships; and (4) were employed to further the fraud conceived by
Defendant Fischman. For that reason, the Cardis entities are simply referred to as “Cardis”
throughout this Complaint.
15.

Defendant Choshen Israel LLC (“Choshen”) is a New York limited liability

company formed on January 4, 1999, with its principal place of business at relevant times at 445
Central Avenue, Cedarhurst, New York, 11516. Choshen is controlled by Defendant Fischman,
and Defendant Fischman received payments from Cardis through Choshen. Many investors’
investments in Cardis were through subscription agreements with Choshen.
16.

Defendant Law Offices of Lawrence Katz, Esq. PLLC is a New York professional

service limited liability company formed on February 29, 2012 by Defendant Katz for his
practice of law. Prior to becoming inactive on January 25, 2012, Law Offices of Lawrence Katz
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P.C. was the law firm through which Defendant Katz engaged in the fraudulent and illegal acts
and practices described herein.
17.

Defendant Zerp LLC is a New York limited liability company, formed by

Defendant Steven Hoffman and registered to his home in Lawrence, New York. It received
payments on Defendant Hoffman’s behalf.
18.

Defendant Aaron D. Fischman was, at all relevant times, a principal, officer,

director, and/or control person of Cardis NV, Cardis USA, and Cardis BV. Defendant Fischman
formally served as Cardis’ Chief Executive Officer until 2016 but continued to exercise control
over Cardis thereafter.
19.

Defendant Stephen Brown was, at relevant times, the most senior financial

executive at Cardis and was variously described as its Chief Financial Officer, Vice President of
Finance, and/or Senior Financial Executive.
20.

Defendant Seth Rosenblatt was, at relevant times, a director of a Cardis

subsidiary, Cardis R&D Ltd., and a director of Choshen.
21.

Defendant Steven Hoffman was, at relevant times, an agent of Cardis NV

authorized by that company to offer and sell its securities to the public in and from New York
State.
22.

Defendant Lawrence Katz, Esq. is, and was at relevant times, a member of the bar

of the State of New York. At relevant times, Defendant Katz maintained Interest on Lawyer
Account (“IOLA”) bank accounts for the benefit of Defendants Cardis NV and Cardis USA.
Defendant Katz deposited investor moneys into his firms’ bank accounts in connection with his
participation in the fraudulent investment schemes described herein.
23.

Relief Defendant Nina Fischman is the spouse of Defendant Fischman.
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Upon information and belief, the other Relief Defendants – Rafaela Fischman,

Alexander Fischman, Stuart Fischman, Anne Shimanovich, and Ethel Weissman – are all family
members of Defendant Fischman.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
25.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action, personal

jurisdiction over the Defendants and Relief Defendants, and authority to grant the relief
requested pursuant to General Business Law § 352 et seq., Executive Law § 63(12), and the
common law.
26.

Pursuant to C.P.L.R. § 503, venue is proper in New York County, because

Plaintiff resides in that county, and because a substantial part of the events and omissions giving
rise to the claims occurred in that county.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
27.

Since 1998, Cardis obtained tens of millions of dollars from investors through

sales of stock, warrants, and convertible notes – all of which are securities under GBL § 352(1).
Cardis offered and sold these securities to more than one hundred investors.
28.

Cardis was tightly controlled by Defendants Fischman, Brown, Katz, Hoffman,

and Rosenblatt, who worked together in a small office space, on a single floor, in Cedarhurst,
New York.
29.

Defendant Fischman was a founder of Cardis and ran it through his own

company, Defendant Choshen. Defendant Fischman personally raised significant funds for
Cardis based on false representations and omissions, prepared key investor marketing materials
that were also false, and was the primary decision maker in Cardis’ pursuit of revenue generating
third-party relationships.
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Defendant Katz was Cardis’ in-house counsel and controlled a number of Cardis

bank accounts, including Cardis’ principal bank account, which was in the name of his law firm.
Defendant Katz abused this role by aiding in Defendant Fischman’s theft from the Company and
by diverting Company moneys to himself.
31.

Defendant Brown was Cardis’ senior financial officer. His principal role at

Cardis was to draft and send investor update letters, which contained a host of false statements
and omissions, based on information provided by Defendant Fischman. Many Cardis investors
made additional investments in Cardis in reliance on these letters.
32.

Defendant Hoffman was one of Cardis’ principal fundraisers raising, upon

information and belief, over $20 million from investors. Defendant Hoffman operated on a
commission basis with investment-based commissions directed to him or his company,
Defendant Zerp LLC. Defendant Hoffman relied on the investor updates prepared by Defendant
Brown and information from Defendant Fischman – both of which contained material
misstatements and omissions – in making his pitches to investors.
33.

Defendant Rosenblatt operated under the direction of Defendant Fischman and

had significant responsibilities in interacting with investors. Defendant Rosenblatt distributed
false investor update letters prepared by Defendant Brown, which Defendant Rosenblatt was also
on the distribution list to receive. Defendant Rosenblatt also frequently interacted with investors
via email and telephone.
34.

Cardis induced investors to purchase shares of stock in Defendant Cardis NV by

means of material misstatements and omissions of material facts in both oral and written
communications, including, but not limited to, emails, text messages, telephone calls,
PowerPoint presentations, investor update letters, subscription agreements, and private
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placement memoranda.
35.

These misrepresentations and omissions centered on: (1) Cardis’ business

prospects; (2) Defendant Fischman’s exploitation of Cardis for personal benefit; and (3) Cardis’
key personnel.
36.

The Defendants were obligated, and failed, to correct or update these misleading

statements and omissions. Instead, since at least 2012 and continuing to the present, Defendants
reaffirmed their false statements and omissions and covered up their malfeasance, even when
confronted by concerned investors.
I.

Defendants’ Misrepresentations and Omissions Concerning Cardis’ Business
Prospects
37.

As detailed below, Cardis misrepresented its business prospects in two principal

respects: (1) Cardis falsely claimed it was on the verge of revenue-generating relationships; and
(2) Cardis falsely claimed that an IPO or buyout was on the horizon.
A.

Cardis’ Third-Party Relationships

38.

As discussed above, Cardis claimed to possess proprietary technology to

aggregate low-value credit card transactions.
39.

Cardis’ business plan generally centered on generating revenue from third parties

who participated in low-value transactions – either in the financial services industry (like banks
and credit card companies) or as merchants (like convenience stores).
40.

These parties could potentially benefit from the ability of Cardis’ technology to

lower the costs of low-value transactions in two principal ways: (a) through increased
acceptance and use of credit cards, resulting in a net benefit to the financial services industry;
and (b) through benefits to merchants by lowering their direct costs.
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In turn, these third parties could compensate Cardis based on the revenue or

savings generated by Cardis’ technology. Because Cardis’ technology was focused on saving
pennies on small dollar transactions, for Cardis to be successful, it would need to achieve large
scale use of its technology.
42.

Consistent with this premise, Cardis sought to develop partnerships with

prominent companies that operated on a large scale and were regularly involved in low-value
transactions, including businesses involving financial services, vending machines, online music,
parking, and convenience stores.
43.

The potential to generate revenue through these types of partnerships was equally

central in Cardis’ pitch to investors.
44.

From at least 2011 to present, Cardis has presented itself to investors as being on

the verge of monetizing its technology through these types of partnerships.
45.

During that period, Cardis touted at least 15 partnerships – many with brand-name

companies – and led investors to believe that it was on the precipice of earning enormous profits.
46.

In fact, Cardis repeatedly overstated the strength of its third-party relationships,

which Cardis’ business model depended upon, many of which did not advance beyond
preliminary discussions.
47.

The third parties included: Raiffeisen Bank (Austrian Bank); Sberbank (Russian

Bank); Mastercard (financial services company); Spindle (smart vending machine company);
Roc Nation (entertainment company); LISNR (technology company); PrimaryWave
(entertainment company); PureSolo (music mobile application); All Def Digital (media
company); ByStorm Entertainment (media company); Sony Music (music company); Warner
Music (music company); Universal Music (music company); Municipal Parking Services
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(provider of smart parking meter apps and other parking-related services); and Cumberland
Farms (chain of convenience stores and gas stations).
48.

Defendants’ written material misstatements and omissions, which generally

tracked Defendants’ oral representations, included statements concerning each of these third
parties.
49.

Raiffeisen, Sberbank, and Others. On December 12, 2012, a Cardis employee

emailed a prospective investor, noting that Cardis had signed a “commercial contract with
Raiffiesen [sic] for implementation in Austria in 2012.” Cardis also stated that it had a “[s]igned
LOI” (letter of intent) and was in “contract negotiations with Sberbank – Russia (2012
implementation).” Cardis stated further that it was in discussions or engaged with a number of
other companies. Cardis juxtaposed these relationships with a projected profit and loss
summary, prepared by Defendant Brown, which estimated over $9 million in revenue in 2013,
$18 million in 2014, and over $1 billion in revenue by 2023.
50.

In actuality, there was no basis for these projections based on Cardis’ then-

existing relationships, which were entirely preliminary in nature. For example, Cardis’
relationship with Raiffeisen never advanced beyond a pilot program.
51.

Spindle. On August 15, 2013, in a letter to investors, Defendant Brown

represented the following: “Cardis expects to be seeing revenues from the vending machine
opportunity in its joint venture with Spindle as early as January 2014. To understand the
enormity of this one specific opportunity, Spindle’s contacts in the vending machine business
alone can give Cardis access to over one million vending machines by 2015 with Cardis’ share of
the potential profit from these machines being in excess of $25M of free cash flow per year.”
52.

In actuality, at the time of the letter, there was no joint venture. Nor was there
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ever a joint venture between Cardis and Spindle. Cardis and Spindle had only entered into a
mutual confidentiality agreement and letter of intent. Moreover, no work had been done to
integrate Cardis’ technology, and Cardis’ technology was never incorporated into Spindle.
53.

Roc Nation/LISNR. From February 2014 through June 2016, Defendants

repeatedly represented that: (1) Cardis had agreements with both Roc Nation and LISNR; (2)
LISNR would host a Roc Nation mobile store that would embed Cardis’ technology; and (3) the
Roc Nation store would soon be rolled out.
54.

For example, on December 24, 2014, Defendant Rosenblatt and another Cardis

employee emailed to investors a letter written by Defendant Brown, based on information
originally provided by Defendant Fischman, which represented the following: “ROC NATION expected to go live January/February 2015 . . . Cardis is to be the official payment system for
Roc Nation’s on-line store and mobile apps showcasing 20 of Roc Nation’s artists, including
Rianna [sic] and JCole. We have done a Beta Pilot of the site and we recently received a demo
which has been successfully reviewed by our technical staff. We received comments from Roc
Nation on the final contract are [sic] we are close to finalizing.”
55.

In actuality, Cardis never signed any agreement with Roc Nation, and its

agreement with LISNR was solely a statement of work to create a mobile application. Neither
LISNR nor Roc Nation ever agreed that LISNR would host a Roc Nation mobile store. The Roc
Nation/Cardis store was never close to launching. LISNR never even released the application to
Cardis because Cardis failed to pay LISNR for its work.
56.

Sony, Warner, and Universal. From March 2014 to December 2014, Defendants

represented in written communications that Cardis would soon finalize agreements with each of
the three major music labels: Sony, Warner, and Universal. For example, in May 2014,
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Defendant Brown claimed that Cardis would be finalizing its agreement with all three major
labels within the following 30 to 60 days.
57.

In actuality, Cardis did not advance beyond high-level preliminary discussions

with these music labels, and there was no basis to represent that Cardis would soon finalize
agreements with the labels. For example, at the time of Defendant Brown’s representation, only
one introductory meeting between Cardis and each music company had taken place, and the
parties had not even executed non-disclosure agreements.
58.

Mastercard. From March 2014 through December 2014, Defendants repeatedly

represented in written communications that Cardis’ technology would be integrated into
Mastercard, that Mastercard believed that Cardis was central to its ambitions in the music
industry, and that Mastercard was contemplating a significant investment in Cardis.
59.

For example, on May 6, 2014, Defendant Fischman wrote: “The head of MC

global endorsements told me that music is the cornerstone of MC’s global strategy and that
Cardis is strategy [sic] to achieve this . . . We got something hot!!”
60.

In actuality, Cardis and Mastercard never materially advanced beyond technical

discussions as to the feasibility of integrating Cardis’ technology into Mastercard. Mastercard
did not view Cardis as key to its strategy in the music industry. In fact, a partnership with Cardis
could have jeopardized Mastercard’s significant relationship with Apple because Cardis sought
to create a Roc Nation music store that would compete with Apple’s iTunes store. Mastercard
never contemplated a financial investment in Cardis.
61.

PureSolo. In November and December 2014, Defendants Brown and Rosenblatt

sent letters to investors reporting that Cardis was finalizing an agreement with PureSolo – a
karaoke mobile application company. The letters represented that Cardis would be “the
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exclusive payment system for PureSolo who projects to sell a minimum of 12 Million recordings
per annum at a price of $1.95 per transaction.”
62.

In actuality, these representations were false. First, there was no agreement

between Cardis and PureSolo for Cardis to be “the exclusive payment system for PureSolo.”
PureSolo was only obligated to use Cardis’ technology in PureSolo applications to the extent that
Cardis was providing the marketing funds for that particular application. Additionally, the
agreement only covered Android devices and did not include Apple IOS devices. Second,
PureSolo’s planned price point was $0.99 per transaction, not $1.95 per transaction, as
Defendant Brown falsely represented. Third, PureSolo did not project a figure as high as 12
million sales per year.
63.

ByStorm. In November and December 2014, Defendants Brown and Rosenblatt

sent letters to investors stating that Cardis was finalizing an agreement with ByStorm
Entertainment to be its exclusive payment system and would “go live in late January 2015.”
64.

In actuality, Cardis was not finalizing any agreement with ByStorm to be its

exclusive payment system. The companies only had one introductory meeting.
65.

PrimaryWave. In November and December 2014, Defendants Brown and

Rosenblatt sent letters to investors reporting: “Cardis is in advanced negotiations to become the
payment processor for Primary Wave.”
66.

In actuality, PrimaryWave never entered into any negotiations with Cardis. At the

time of these representations, Cardis and PrimaryWave had held only a single meeting, and
PrimaryWave was waiting for Cardis to demonstrate Cardis’ technology to PrimaryWave. That
demonstration never occurred, and there are no e-mails between the parties after November 7,
2014.
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All Def Digital. On or about December 24, 2014, Defendant Rosenblatt emailed

to investors a letter written by Defendant Brown, representing the following: “ALL DEF
DIGITAL (ADD) – expected to go live in February 2015[.] Cardis is finalizing its agreement to
be the exclusive payment system for All Def Digital, who is the pioneer record label in its
revolutionary approach to market digital videos online.”
68.

In actuality, nothing was expected to go live in the next two months, and Cardis

was not finalizing any agreement with All Def Digital. All Def Digital was not even in the retail
business.
69.

Municipal Parking Services. From June 2016 through September 2016,

Defendants Fischman and Hoffman made written representations that Cardis’ technology would
soon be, or had already been, embedded in Municipal Parking Services’ smart parking meters in
Cedarhurst, New York. For example, on September 6, 2016, in an email to a Cardis investor,
Defendant Fischman wrote: “The meters go live within 30 days so revenue will begin.”
70.

In actuality, Cardis never rolled out its technology in Cedarhurst parking meters

and was never on the verge of doing so, particularly because the town never approved the use of
Cardis’ technology and because MPS required, and Cardis failed to obtain, compliance with a
payment industry protocol called PCI.
71.

Cumberland Farms. From August 2016 to January 2017, Defendants Fischman,

Brown, and Hoffman represented that Cardis would soon enter into a revenue-generating
relationship with Cumberland Farms.
72.

In actuality, Defendants had no basis in August 2016 – or ever – to represent that

a deal with Cumberland Farms was in an advanced stage. Cardis had only a single meeting with
Cumberland Farms, which did not occur until November 30, 2016. Thereafter, Cumberland
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Farms did not pursue a deal with Cardis.
73.

These third-party relationships were material to investors because, as described

above, Cardis’ business model depended on: (a) partnering with third parties; (b) those third
parties generating revenue or savings through the use of Cardis’ technology; and (c) Cardis
earning revenue based on the performance of these third parties.
B.

IPO or Buyout

74.

In addition to misrepresenting its prospects of revenue-generating partnerships,

Cardis also falsely represented that an IPO or buyout of Cardis was on the near-term horizon.
75.

From in or around 2011 to present, Defendants repeatedly represented that an exit

opportunity was around the corner, including by offering specific estimates that an exit was
expected, with estimates ranging from a few months to 12 months to two years.
76.

On October 18, 2013, Defendant Rosenblatt wrote the following to an investor:

“We [Cardis] now believe that the company will be doing an IPO within the next twelve
months.”
77.

On January 22, 2014, Defendant Brown wrote the following: “The exit strategy

remains the same – an IPO or merger. Just becoming a major process in the music and mobile
payment industry alone can give us a multiple billion dollar valuation and is very achievable.
We think we can become a major force in the industry by the end of 2014.”
78.

In February 2014, Defendant Fischman told an investor that he expected an IPO

in 12 months at 10 to 30 times the value at which Cardis stock was then being sold.
79.

On May 25, 2014, Defendant Brown wrote the following to an investor: “Most

important to our long term shareholders, the expanding opportunity with Mastercard can lead to
the most diverse and greatest opportunities both business-wise and to a possible investment
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which hopefully can lead to a final exit down the road.”
80.

In August 2018, Defendant Fischman texted an investor that an IPO would occur

in the next week.
81.

In fact, there was never an exit opportunity on the horizon. Moreover, the notion

of an exit opportunity was far-fetched for several reasons.
82.

First, Cardis failed to maintain appropriate books and records that would be

necessary for these types of transactions. Cardis did not maintain a comprehensive share registry
beyond an incomplete handwritten shareholder registry on a legal notepad. Many Cardis
investors never even received stock certificates. Similarly, Cardis failed to maintain
consolidated company financial statements, or even a simple revenue and expense ledger.
83.

Second, Cardis generally failed to develop ongoing revenue streams and was

instead dependent on new investor moneys.
84.

Third, any exit transaction would likely necessitate a more thorough review of

Cardis’ business. That review would demonstrate that Cardis’ representations about its
relationships were false and that Defendant Fischman was siphoning huge sums of money for
himself.
85.

These misrepresentations concerning exit opportunities were material to Cardis

investors because they represented an opportunity for the investors to profit from their
investments.
II.

Defendant Fischman’s Exploitation of Cardis
86.

While Cardis raised tens of millions of dollars based on its fraudulent

misrepresentations, Defendant Fischman treated the Company as his own personal piggy bank.
87.

First, Defendant Fischman, with the assistance of Defendant Katz, who controlled
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the principal Cardis bank account, siphoned off huge sums to enrich Defendant Fischman
personally.
88.

Cardis and Defendant Fischman represented, and investors understood, that

investor funds were needed, and were to be utilized, for the development of Cardis’ technology
and third-party relationships.
89.

They failed to disclose, however, that Defendant Fischman was receiving huge

sums to manage the Company, receiving at least $3 million through his closely-controlled
company, Defendant Choshen, from January 2011 to present.
90.

There is no written agreement between Choshen and Cardis that would justify

these payments, and the payments are irregular in amount, frequency, and timing. Upon
information and belief, Defendant Fischman simply disbursed moneys to himself as necessary to
support his own lifestyle.
91.

Second, Cardis, Choshen, Defendant Fischman, Defendant Rosenblatt, and

Defendant Hoffman were all aware of, and failed to disclose that, Defendant Fischman
repeatedly gave away Cardis stock to placate disgruntled investors in other failing companies
backed by Defendant Fischman, thereby diluting the value of Cardis investors’ stock without
their knowledge.
92.

For example, Defendant Fischman gave his movie production partner $40,000

worth of Cardis shares in exchange for the partner’s $40,000 investment in the movie, which
failed at the box office.
93.

Similarly, Defendant Fischman directed Defendant Hoffman to tell an investor

that Defendant Fischman would give the investor free Cardis stock in exchange for the investor’s
failed investment in another Fischman-related company.
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Likewise, on March 25, 2014, Defendant Fischman gave a Cardis investor nearly

two million Cardis shares for zero consideration in exchange for the investor’s June 2008
investment in another Fischman-related company, which ultimately failed.
95.

And, on August 28, 2016, a Cardis investor emailed Defendant Fischman, asking

the following: “[R]egardless of a new investment, [are you] willing to offer the equivalent
shares in Cardis to cover our disappointing investment in” another Fischman-related company.
Defendant Fischman responded as follows: “We will issue the replacement equity for [the
company], need to determine price.”
96.

Third, Defendant Fischman and Defendant Katz diverted Cardis moneys to pay

for Defendant Fischman’s personal credit card expenses, which were substantial, and catering
expenses for Defendant Fischman’s personal events. Defendant Rosenblatt was aware of
Defendant Fischman’s use of a corporate credit card for personal purposes because the card was
issued in Defendant Rosenblatt’s name.
97.

Fourth, Defendant Fischman and Defendant Katz engaged in the conversion of

investor funds by fraudulently and illegally taking Cardis moneys and distributing them to others
who had no right to the money.
98.

This includes the Relief Defendants who, upon information and belief, are

Defendant Fischman’s family members.
99.

Relief Defendant Nina Fischman received at least $2 million of Cardis’ investor

moneys.
100.

Relief Defendant Stuart Fischman received at least $71,000 of Cardis’ investor

moneys.
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Relief Defendant Rafaela Fischman received least $19,000 of Cardis’ investor

moneys.
102.

Relief Defendant Alexander Fischman received at least $36,500 of Cardis’

investor moneys.
103.

Relief Defendant Anne Shimanovich received at least $280,000 of Cardis’

investor moneys.
104.

Relief Defendant Ethel Weissman received at least $129,000 of Cardis’ investor

moneys.
105.

Furthermore, Defendants Fischman and Katz directed more than $1 million in

investor moneys to religious charitable organizations.
106.

Finally, in addition to aiding and abetting Defendant Fischman’s conversion of

investor funds, Defendant Katz also converted investor funds for his own benefit.
107.

From in or about March 2011 to in or about May 2016, Defendant Katz

transferred more than $2.5 million from a Defendant Katz-controlled IOLA account at Bank of
America, in which Cardis’ investor moneys were deposited, to Defendant Katz’s accounts
maintained at Signature Bank, JPMorgan Chase, and HSBC Bank USA. The transfers included:
(1) $50,000 to a Defendant Katz-controlled account at Signature Bank; (2) more than $750,000
to Defendant Katz-controlled accounts at JPMorgan Chase; and (3) more than $1.7 million to
Defendant Katz-controlled accounts at HSBC Bank USA. These transfers were frequently used
to fund Defendant Katz’s own personal expenses such as groceries, restaurants, and clothes.
108.

These misrepresentations and omissions were material to investors because they

bore on the integrity of key Company personnel, the mismanagement of the company and lack of
meaningful financial controls, and because investors believed their moneys were going towards
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the development of the Company and not the personal enrichment of its personnel.
III.

Defendants’ Key Personnel
109.

Defendants also made misrepresentations and omissions concerning key Cardis

personnel.
110.

First, Defendants Cardis, Choshen, and Fischman failed to disclose Defendant

Fischman’s problematic history in the securities industry.
111.

Specifically, they failed to disclose that, in 1995, Defendant Fischman was

permanently barred by the National Association of Securities Dealers (“NASD”) from
associating with any member of NASD in any capacity. 1 At that time, NASD was a securities
industry self-regulatory organization and was one of the predecessors of the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”). Defendant Fischman’s bar was part of a settlement of
NASD allegations that he had: manipulated the price of a penny stock; failed to provide required
risk disclosure statements to customers prior to effecting trades in that penny stock; failed to
provide the inside bid and ask quotations for the penny stock; failed to disclose the compensation
to be received by his firm and his firm’s associated persons; and failed to appear and provide
testimony in connection with the investigation.
112.

This information would have been significant to investors because it bore on the

integrity of Cardis’ principal officer and because Cardis was itself a penny stock.
113.

Second, Defendants Cardis, Fischman, Brown, Hoffman, and Rosenblatt also

misrepresented the status of Defendant Brown.
114.

Defendant Brown was variously touted as serving as the Chief Financial Officer,

Vice President of Finance, and/or Senior Financial Executive, but he did not perform many of

1

See https://files.brokercheck.finra.org/individual/individual_1391938.pdf.
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the core duties generally associated with these senior finance positions. For example, Cardis did
not maintain: (i) a formal share registry; (ii) a basic income statement; or (iii) comprehensive
records of its debts and obligations.
115.

Defendant Brown’s true role would have been significant to an investor.

Defendant Brown was personally highly regarded for his prior work as a senior executive at a
major public company, as well as for being a significant charitable donor in the Long Island
communities in which Defendants lived and transacted business. Defendant Brown’s titles
created the impression that he was highly involved with Cardis’ finances, although he was not,
and that Cardis was observing traditional corporate financial formalities, which it was not.
IV.

Defendants’ Failure to Correct or Update
116.

Defendants failed to correct or update these misleading statements and omissions.

Cardis never told investors the truth that these third-party relationships were not as advanced as
claimed, that Cardis was not on the verge of monetization, and that no exit opportunity was on
the horizon. Nor did Defendants disclose Defendant Fischman’s improper use of Company
moneys. In fact, on multiple occasions, when confronted with claims of malfeasance,
Defendants reaffirmed the misrepresentations and omissions.
117.

In summer 2012, Cardis investors raised concern as to “what funds have been

spent to date trying to get the Company off the ground,” including “[w]hat compensation” was
received by the officers, the “hype that [investors] received at the time of investment,” and that
Cardis was a “ponzi scheme.” Defendant Brown, Defendant Rosenblatt, and others met with
Cardis investors to dissuade them from these concerns.
118.

In July 2014, a Cardis investor wrote Defendant Fischman, Defendant Hoffman,

and Defendant Rosenblatt, raising his concern that multiple investors had called him “to inquire
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about whether I know anything about the operation you guys are running, implying that they
believe that you guys are involved in a real fraud.” The investor noted that “[t]hese people are
getting very restless . . . because . . . you guys have been telling them you are very close to a
great deal for many years now and they no longer believe you.”
119.

Defendant Brown, Defendant Rosenblatt, and Defendant Fischman then

coordinated a response dismissing the concerns as the product of a “few, minority, [sic] investors
who continue to be angry at us, mostly because their investment has not been realized to date.”
They went on to reject “accusations of a PONZI scheme” as “absurd on every level.” They
affirmed the accuracy of their past representations and also made additional misrepresentations
about Cardis’ business prospects.
120.

On September 24, 2015, a Cardis investor emailed Defendant Brown asking for

the “latest on Cardis” and whether it was “a complete loss,” while mentioning a recent investor
lawsuit. Defendant Brown, copying Defendant Rosenblatt, responded that the lawsuit claiming
fraud was “frivolous,” while claiming that Cardis’ relationship with Roc Nation was
“developing” and ongoing. In fact, the lawsuit had merit, and Cardis’ relationship with Roc
Nation was long over.
121.

On February 28, 2018, a Cardis investor recorded a telephone conversation with

Defendant Brown. The investor asked “what happened to the cash” investors put into Cardis.
Defendant Brown responded by detailing the Company’s large budget and staff, while failing to
disclose the substantial misuse of investor funds. The investor also questioned Defendant Brown
about various investor lawsuits against Cardis and its principals. The investor asked: “After
reading those lawsuits, why should we think that the company has any future?” In response,
Defendant Brown told the investor “the lawsuits were not the most credible lawsuits,” attributing
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them to “angry investors.” Defendant Brown later told the investor “none of those lawsuits have
any merit to them.” In fact, there was substantial merit to the investor lawsuits.
122.

These misrepresentations and omissions were material to investors because they

bore directly on Cardis’ viability.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Material Misrepresentations – GBL §§ 352(1) and 352-c
123.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the paragraphs above as if fully set forth herein.

124.

Defendants together, and each of them individually, made materially false and

misleading representations, statements, and promises, and omitted to state material information,
to investors and potential investors about the nature of the securities, and the risks and potential
returns of investing in those securities, issued, offered, and sold by Defendants. These
misrepresentations and omissions were part of a single continuing scheme to defraud investors.
125.

The foregoing acts and practices of Defendants and their agents and employees,

consisting of materially false and misleading oral and written representations, statements,
promises and omissions, constitute fraudulent acts and practices as defined in GBL §§ 352(1)
and 352-c, are illegal and prohibited acts and practices pursuant to GBL §§ 352-c and 359-g(2),
and are subject to the equitable remedies of permanent injunctive relief and restitution set forth
in GBL § 353.
126.

Plaintiff and the public have been, and are being, irreparably harmed by the

aforesaid acts and practices and have no adequate remedy at law.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
Repeated and Persistent Fraud and Illegality – Executive Law § 63(12)
127.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the paragraphs above as if fully set forth herein.

128.

The acts and practices alleged herein of each Defendant constitute conduct
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proscribed by Executive Law § 63(12), in that Defendants engaged in repeated fraudulent acts, in
violation of GBL § 352(1), or repeated illegal acts, in violation of GBL § 352-c, or otherwise
demonstrated persistent fraud or illegality in the carrying on, conducting, or transaction of
business. These misrepresentations and omissions were part of a single continuing scheme to
defraud investors.
129.

Plaintiff and the public have been, and are being, irreparably harmed by the

aforesaid acts and practices and have no adequate remedy at law.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
Actual Fraud
130.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the paragraphs above as if fully set forth herein.

131.

As alleged herein, Defendants made material misrepresentations and omitted

material facts as part of a single continuing scheme to deceive investors.
132.

Defendants made those material misrepresentations and omissions intentionally,

knowingly, or recklessly.
133.

Upon information and belief, investors did in fact rely on Defendants’

misrepresentations and omissions in making their investment and business decisions and such
reliance was justifiable and reasonable.
134.

Investors suffered economic damages as a result.

135.

Defendants’ conduct constitutes actual fraud under New York common law.

136.

Plaintiff and the public have been, and are being, irreparably harmed by the

aforesaid acts and practices and have no adequate remedy at law.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
Equitable Fraud
137.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the paragraphs above as if fully set forth herein.
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As alleged herein, Defendants made material misrepresentations and omitted

material facts as part of a single continuing scheme to deceive investors.
139.

Upon information and belief, investors did in fact rely on Defendants’

misrepresentations and omissions in making their investment and business decisions and such
reliance was justifiable and reasonable.
140.

These misrepresentations and omissions of material facts as alleged herein

constitute equitable fraud under New York common law.
141.

Plaintiff and the public have been, and are being, irreparably harmed by the

aforesaid acts and practices and have no adequate remedy at law.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
Constructive Fraud
142.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the paragraphs above as if fully set forth herein.

143.

Defendant Cardis and its officers and/or directors owed a fiduciary duty to Cardis

shareholders.
144.

As alleged herein, Defendants made material misrepresentations and omitted

material facts in communications with Cardis shareholders as part of a single continuing scheme
to deceive investors.
145.

Upon information and belief, Cardis shareholders did in fact rely on Defendants’

misrepresentations and omissions in making their investment and business decisions concerning
Cardis, including by purchasing additional stock in Cardis, and such reliance was justifiable and
reasonable.
146.

These misrepresentations and omissions of material facts, by fiduciaries, as

alleged herein, constitute constructive fraud under New York common law.
147.

Plaintiff and the public have been, and are being, irreparably harmed by the
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aforesaid acts and practices and have no adequate remedy at law.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants and Relief Defendants
as follows:
A.

Permanently enjoining Defendants from directly or indirectly engaging or

attempting to engage in any manner in the issuance, exchange, sale, offer to sell, purchase, offer
to purchase, promotion, negotiation, advertisement, investment advice, investment management,
or distribution of any stocks, bonds, notes, evidences of interest or indebtedness, foreign
currency orders, calls or options, or any other securities or commodities within or from the State
of New York;
B.

Permanently enjoining Defendants from directly or indirectly engaging or

attempting to engage in any manner in the securities or commodities business within or from the
State of New York as a broker, dealer, issuer, investment adviser, or investment manager, or as
an officer, director, principal, controlling person, agent, affiliated person, consultant, or salesman
of a broker, dealer, issuer, investment adviser, or investment manager;
C.

Permanently enjoining Defendants from directly or indirectly engaging or

attempting to engage in any manner in the writing, publishing, preparing, selling, or distributing
any letter or other literature advising, suggesting, or in any other manner communicating advice
within or from the State of New York with respect to the purchase or sale of securities or
commodities; and from forecasting, advising, or in any other manner suggesting either orally or
in writing any method or methods to be used in connection with the purchase or sale of securities
or commodities;
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Pursuant to GBL § 353(3), directing Defendants, jointly and severally, to make

restitution to defrauded investors of all moneys and property obtained directly or indirectly by
the fraudulent acts and practices complained of herein, in an amount to be determined;
E.

Pursuant to Executive Law § 63(12), directing Defendants, jointly and severally,

to make restitution and pay damages to defrauded investors of all moneys and property obtained
from them, directly or indirectly as a result of the fraudulent and illegal acts and practices
complained of herein, in an amount to be determined;
F.

Pursuant to the common law of the State of New York, directing all Defendants,

jointly and severally, to pay damages suffered by defrauded investors as a result of the fraudulent
acts and practices complained of herein, in an amount to be determined;
G.

Pursuant to the Court’s equitable powers, directing Relief Defendants to disgorge

all moneys and property received directly or indirectly from Defendants, or any of them, that
constituted ill-gotten gains resulting from Defendants’ fraudulent acts and practices against the
defrauded investors, and to which moneys and property Relief Defendants have no legitimate
claim, in amounts to be determined at trial, so that such moneys and property can be restored to
the defrauded investors;
H.

Pursuant to GBL § 353-a, directing the appointment of a receiver to receive, for

the benefit of defrauded investors, to take title to, and liquidate for the benefit of defrauded
investors, all moneys and property derived by Defendants and Relief Defendants, or any of them,
by means of any of the fraudulent acts and practices alleged herein, including also all moneys
and property with which such moneys and property have been mingled, because such moneys
and property cannot be identified in kind because of such commingling, together with any or all
books of account and papers relating to such moneys and property;
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